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Two Months Later...

Barney Wurtz hopped off the trolley a half-block away from his San Francisco office
building, as he did every other day.

He stood on the sidewalk and slid his left shirt sleeve above his wrist; exposing a leather-
strapped Cartier watch. 8:51. Give or take two minutes, his arrival time was the same as any
other day.

He glanced inside of the familiar storefront windows until he reached Dunk’n Donuts,
where he purchased six long-johns and a dozen bran muffins— as he did every other day.

Barney relished his routine. He deemed himself as a meticulous, reliable, organized
person. Unbeknownst to him, almost everyone else would’ve described him as anal. Had he
known, it might’ve amused him as a sexually accurate pun; but, either way, he wasn’t a man who
cared about other people’s opinions.

Barney reached the entrance of the J. Donald Flannery Building, pushed the steel handle
that protruded from a segment of the rotating glass doors, and spun through the doors into the
lobby. A portion of the black lacquered walls were engraved with a directory stenciled in white
letters, and it performed the dual tasks of listing which office space a particular company was
leasing— along with reflecting the image of the 35 year old, bleached-blond gentleman with an
artificial tan that wore a jet-black Christian Dior suit, a heavily-starched white oxford shirt with
button collars, and a blood-red satin necktie. He glanced approvingly at his reflection while his
ears faintly registered the rhythmic clop that the heels of his leather-soled Sergio Rossi oxfords
created as they strode across the swirled marble tiles lining the lobby floor, as he made a beeline
to the chrome horseshoe-shaped information desk that was manned by a lone security officer.

He acknowledged the guard with an almost indistinguishable grin and began their daily
ritual,

“Good morning, Earl. Got anything for me today?”
“Just the usual, Mr. Wurtz,” the guard replied as he reached beneath the desktop and

retrieved a Wall Street Journal and a USA Today.
Barney grabbed the newspapers and chided, “Well, I’m still waiting for the Russian mail-

order bride I bought on E-Bay; so let me know if UPS drops off a huge box with holes drilled in
it.”

“Sure thing, Mr. Wurtz,” Earl replied. They both knew that would never happen for two
reasons: 1) all shipments were delivered to the mail room, and Earl only received the newspapers
because they were delivered at the crack of dawn; and 2) he knew that Barney was sweeter than
maple syrup.

As Barney began away from the desk, Earl offered a mock salute and added, “Have a nice
day, sir.”

“You too, Earl,” Barney replied as he strolled to the elevator. He stood in front of the



polished steel elevator doors, pushed the “up” button, then took another moment to admire
himself in the door’s reflection before they slid open and revealed a cube adorned with walnut-
stained wood-paneled walls and maroon carpeting. He pressed the button for the 9th floor and
hummed the smooth jazz tune that pumped from the P.A. speakers; a saxophone rendition of
Paul McCartney’s The Girl is Mine.

He was still humming the chorus when the elevator doors opened into a short grey
hallway with matching maroon carpeting, lined with imitation Monet paintings hanging from the
walls, and huge glass doors on each end of the corridor that granted unfiltered views of the
luxurious office suites behind them.

Barney angled toward the set of glass doors to the left— with B.W.E. Modeling Agency
stenciled in large silver letters— that acted as a transparent barrier to an eclectic rainbow.

A cherry wood reception desk, shaped like a huge podium, was strategically placed just
inside of the glass doors so that the receptionist could meet-and-greet their clients promptly.

Two small offices were at the rear of the suite, and were shared as needed by the various
talent scouts and agents employed by B.W.E.; with a third, much larger room located on the wall
to the right. This was Barney Wurtz’s office.

The entire floor was covered in plush green carpet. The left wall was painted fire-engine
red; the back wall true blue; the right wall was orange; and the ceiling was painted canary yellow.
Each wall was adorned with a huge 32"x 24" framed painting of colorful fruit baskets, clowns or
helium balloon races that incorporated the entire spectrum of the room in each painting.

The left wall was lined with a row of matching cherry wood chairs; the seats and backs
upholstered in broad, bright alternating pinstripes of red, green, yellow, blue and orange satin
fabric.

The waiting area was simply the converted office space between the reception desk at the
suite’s entrance, and the offices placed at the rear of the suite.

A cherry wood coffee table was located in the center of the waiting area and was covered
with various magazines; and a portable tempered-glass stand was nestled in the corner,
supporting a clear coffee maker and a glass pastry platter. When contrasted against the suite’s
captivating collage of color, the coffee and doughnuts appeared to float on air from a distance.

When Barry entered the glass doors he was greeted by a petite, pleasant-looking woman
seated at the reception desk.

“Good morning, Mr. Wurtz,” the secretary announced dutifully.
“Good morning, Brenda,” he responded perfunctorily as he walked past her station and

into the waiting area carrying his donut boxes. He removed the glass lid from the platter, dumped
yesterday’s muffins in the trash, and refilled it with fresh bran muffins. He circled the muffins
with long-johns, replaced the lid, then looked at the wall clock,

‘8:59. Perfect timing. Again.’
“One minute until the rat race begins, Brenda. It’s time to pump up the volume... and

could you bring me a copy of my appointment list? Thanks.”
Brenda sighed. ‘It’s the same thing every day.’
The “volume” he spoke of actually represented 3 things: the phone’s ringers, which were

timed on auto-routers and only rang between 9am and 7pm; and the other two were the telephone
“hold” music and the speakers in the office, which were both linked to the building’s P.A. system
— so Brenda was forced to listen to elevator music all day... even when she wasn’t on the
elevator.



She obediently increased the radio’s volume– just in time to hear a commercial about
how she could save a lot of money on her car insurance– then sought out the appointment list.

Even as she lackadaisically logged onto her computer and accessed her Outlook’s
calender, she knew that she was fortunate. She worked for one of the most successful child
modeling agencies in the country, the pay was above-average, and the benefits were
exceptional— which was very important to a mother of a child with bronchitis. There wasn’t any
tension in the workplace. No harassment. No animosity. No... nothing.

If anything, the biggest problem with her job was that it was so boring. So mundane.
Every day consisted of either politely distancing herself from a new crop of over-anxious
parents– escorting their beautiful 2yr old demons– that believed if they befriended her, she could
increase their child’s chances of being the next Gerber baby; or answering the phone calls of
those same parents a week later when they wonder why their child didn’t make the cut.

‘It’s the same thing every damn day,’ Brenda thought as she clicked “print” and walked to
the printer to get his itinerary.

Barry sat at his desk, hovered over his laptop like a vulture circling its prey, and barely
heard the knock at his office’s door.

“Come in,” he bellowed.
Brenda pushed the door open wide and entered his office. She placed two pieces of paper

on his desk and said, “Here’s your list, sir. Your first appointment isn’t scheduled until nine-
thirty.”

“Thank you.” As his secretary turned to leave and reached for the door, he added,
“Brenda, it kind of hot in here. Since we’ve got the office to ourselves for another half-hour, you
can leave the door open.”

She replied, “Yes, sir,” then made her departure; and Barney went back to his laptop.
He looked at the list of their newest commissions, pouring over photo after photo of

available models in an attempt to match their faces with the client’s products— while
simultaneously cradling a phone to his ear and dialing numbers. After a ten-minute conversation
with a clothing designer, he arranged a lucrative runway deal for a modeling client, then hung up
and concentrated on the computer screen. He typed furiously, unconsciously humming Cindy
Lauper’s song Time After Time while he continued matching faces with products; until it
occurred to him that something was... different today.

Barney leaned back in his chair and tried to decipher what had changed. He heard the
faint “ding” of the elevator door opening, followed ten-seconds later by the voice of a child.   

‘9:24. My appointment’s on time.’ But something was still different.
On the radio, Cindy Lauper faded away and was replaced with Prince singing Let’s Go

Crazy.
Through the open office door, he watched mother and child take a seat in the waiting

area. Barney’s attention was suddenly diverted by a 3yr old girl in the waiting room dancing to
the beat.

‘Dancing?’
Then it clicked: the radio station had changed from smooth jazz to 80's music.
“This is some bullshit,” he grumbled to himself. “I play jazz to keep the kids calm. If I

wanted them dancing I’d play Brittany Spears!” He reached for the phone, “Earl had better fix
this.”

At that moment Brenda appeared in his doorway. As he lifted the phone receiver, she



lifted a .25mm Remington automatic and aimed at his chest.
Barney glanced up at her a split-second before the chamber jerked, then he felt his chest

explode. His life’s fluid blended perfectly with his necktie as gravity slumped him across his
desk, and his head banged loudly against his computer’s keyboard.

The haze in Brenda’s mind was slowly replaced by the sound of a piercing scream. Make
that two screams: a woman and a child. They seemed to be coming from behind her.

She blinked hard, trying to focus her eyes, and was assaulted by the sight of her employer
sprawled across his desk, laying on a laptop that was quickly becoming an island in an ocean of
blood.

The sight was nauseating. As bile filled her mouth and convulsions racked her body, she
keeled forward and felt a stinging pain when her right hand banged against her knee; hard.

She looked at her hand. ‘A gun?’
Her grip loosened , and as the weapon thumped heavily on the carpet she suddenly

realized that she was the culprit. Waves of guilt washed over her as she shrieked, 
“HOW? HOW DID THIS HAPPEN???”
She cautiously approached the desk, then reached out and lifted Barney’s head; and his

dead stare was the last thing she recalled before she fainted— then everything went black.


